Apis Florea
A cowl pattern
by Skeinwalker
E-mail: skeinwalker@gmail.com
Ravelry & Instagram: Skeinwalker

Bees might be small, but they play an important ecological role by pollinating flowering
plants. Small, but mighty. And very much needed.
Apis Florea is a species of small wild honeybee of southern and southeastern Asia. These
bees live in forest habitats but they are also pollinators of tropical fruit crops. Apis Florea
builds exposed nests with a single comb on a tree branch.
The Apis Florea cowl is inspired by the highly structured society of bees and by their
architectural skills. The cowl features an all-over diamond and wavy pattern evocative of
bees in flight and honeycombs. Grab your needles and join the hive!
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Yarn

4 mm (US size 6) 80 cm / 32 inches circular needle or size
to obtain gauge.

markers have to be moved one stitch to the left to allow
for working the double decrease on Round 9 of Pattern C
– Hive. This results in placing each marker after the first
stitch of each repeat. The beginning of round marker is
moved one stitch to the left as well. When done moving
the markers, there are still 20 sts between the markers.
To facilitate the moving process, use removable markers
or, if confident, use only the beginning of round marker.

Gauge

Stitch patterns

18.5 stitches and 24 rows = 10 cm / 4 inches in
Stockinette stitch, unblocked.
12 stitches and 25 rows = 10 cm / 4 inches in stitch
pattern C – Hive, blocked.
Note: obtaining the gauge given is not crucial but will
affect the finished size and the yardage needed.

Pattern A: Edging (begin)
Work from Chart Pattern A – Edging (begin) or from
written instructions below:
Round 1: *P1, k1 ; repeat from * to last st, p1 — 99 sts.
Round 2: *K1, p1 ; repeat from * to last st, kfb — 100 sts.

Notions

Work from Chart Pattern B – Honey or from written
instructions below:
Round 1: *Sm, (k1, yo, k1, ssk, p1, k2tog, k1, yo, k1, p1)
twice ; repeat from * to end of round.
Round 2: *Sm, (k4, p1) 4 times ; repeat from * to end of
round.
Round 3: *Sm, (k2, yo, ssk, p1, k2tog, yo, k2, p1) twice ;
repeat from * to end of round.
Round 4: *Sm, (k4, p1) 4 times ; repeat from * to end of
round.

The Fox and the Knight Delahaye Merino DK (DK; 100%
Merino; 225 meters / 246 yards per 100 grams); 1 skein;
sample uses 95 grams in color Faint.

Needles

Removable stitch markers: 1 in color A (beginning-ofround marker), 4 in color B (optional). Tapestry needle.
Blocking pins. Blocking wires (optional).

Size
One; easily customizable.

Final measurements
Circumference (c): 84 cm / 33 inches, height (h):
40.5 cm / 16 inches, see schematic.

Pattern C: Hive

Skill level
Basic stitches, increases, single and double decreases.
Relatively easy to memorize stitch patterns. Patterning
on all rounds. Elastic BO. Video tutorials are provided for
the used stitches and techniques (see Section Tutorials
on page 8).

Pattern notes
This pattern is worked in the round. The stitch count
remains constant throughout stitch Pattern B – Honey
and Pattern C – Hive.
For a loose long-tail CO, spread the stitches out with
the index finger while casting on, keeping the spacing
between the stitches constant.
To join a new ball of yarn, use a Russian join.
When using markers, place them between the stitchpattern repeats of stitch Pattern B – Honey: every 20
sts. On all rounds, slip the markers as they present unless
stated otherwise.
Note that before Round 9 of stitch Pattern C – Hive, all
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Pattern B: Honey

Work from Chart Pattern C – Hive or from written
instructions below:
Round 1: *Sm, (yo, k2, ssk, p1, k2tog, k2, yo, k1) twice ;
repeat from * to end of round.
Round 2: *Sm, k4, p1, k9, p1, k5 ; repeat from * to end of
round.
Round 3: *Sm, k1, yo, k1, ssk, p1, k2tog, k1, yo, k3, yo, k1,
ssk, p1, k2tog, k1, yo, k2 ; repeat from * to end of round.
Round 4: *Sm, k4, p1, k9, p1, k5 ; repeat from * to end of
round.
Round 5: *Sm, k2, yo, ssk, p1, k2tog, yo, k5, yo, ssk, p1,
k2tog, yo, k3 ; repeat from * to end of round.
Round 6: *Sm, k4, p1, k9, p1, k5 ; repeat from * to end of
round.
Round 7: *Sm, (k2tog, yo, k2, p1, k2, yo, ssk, k1) twice ;
repeat from * to end of round.
Round 8: *Sm, k4, p1, k9, p1, k5 ; repeat from * to end of
round. RmA, sl1 pwise wyib, pmA. Then move all markers
in color B one stitch to the left.
Round 9: *Sm, (yo, k3, p1, k3, yo, sk2p) twice ; repeat
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from * to end of round.
Round 10: *Sm, k4, p1, k9, p1, k5 ; repeat from * to end
of round.
Round 11: *Sm, (k2tog, k2, yo, k1, yo, k2, ssk, p1) twice ;
repeat from * to end of round.
Round 12: *Sm, (k9, p1) twice ; repeat from * to end of
round.
Round 13: *Sm, (k2tog, k1, yo, k3, yo, k1, ssk, p1) twice ;
repeat from * to end of round.
Round 14: *Sm, (k9, p1) twice ; repeat from * to end of
round.
Round 15: *Sm, (k2tog, yo, k5, yo, ssk, p1) twice ; repeat
from * to end of round.
Round 16: *Sm, (k9, p1) twice ; repeat from * to end of
round.
Round 17: *Sm, (k2, yo, ssk, k1, k2tog, yo, k2, p1) twice ;
repeat from * to end of round.
Round 18: *Sm, (k9, p1) twice ; repeat from * to end of
round.
Round 19: *Sm, (k3, yo, sk2p, yo, k3, p1) twice ; repeat
from * to end of round.
Round 20: *Sm, (k9, p1) twice ; repeat from * to end of
round.

Work Pattern B – Honey once – 4 rounds.
Work Pattern C – Hive 4 times – 80 rounds.
Work Pattern B – Honey once – 4 rounds.
Remove markers of color B on the very last round of
Pattern B – Honey if necessary.

Pattern D: Edging (end)

Customizing size

Work from Chart Pattern D – Edging (end) or from
written instructions below:
Round 1: *P1, k1 ; repeat from * to last 2 sts, p2tog — 99
sts.
Round 2: *K1, p1 ; repeat from * to last st, k1.

Make the cowl larger or smaller by casting-on more or
less stitches. Use a multiple of 20 sts. The sample uses 5
repeats of the stitch Pattern B – Honey and Pattern C –
Hive per round. Adjust this number to the desired target
circumference. To make the cowl larger by using two
skeins of the suggested yarn, work 8 repeats of Pattern
C – Hive across the round.
Make the cowl taller or shorter by working more or less
rounds. For example, add or remove full repeats of
Pattern C – Hive. Then proceed to work as instructed to
complete the cowl, working Pattern B – Honey, Pattern
D – Edging (end) and the BO.
The sample shown used on average 1 gram per round
and 5 grams for Pattern D – Edging (end) and the BO. As
the yardage needed varies heavily from knitter to knitter,
use a scale to determine the yardage needed per round.
For the BO, reserve at least three times the yardage
needed for one round.

Pattern
Set-up

Using long-tail CO, loosely cast on 99 sts.
PmA and prepare to join in the round as follows, being
careful not to twist: work the very first stitch of the
body (stitch 1 of Stitch Pattern A – Edging (begin) is a
purl stitch) with both the tail and live yarn (being careful
to treat this stitch as one stitch on the next round).

Edging (begin)
Work Pattern A – Edging (begin) once – 2 rounds.
Place markers of color B between the repeats of Pattern
B – Honey (every 20 sts) if desired.

Body
Work the following stitch patterns repeating them across
the round (with the given CO number the pattern fits in
5 times across the round).
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Edging (end)
Work Pattern D – Edging (end) once – 2 rounds.

Elastic bind-off (purled version)
Bind-off loosely as follows:
Round 1: P1, *p1, slip 2 sts back to left needle, p2tog ;
repeat from * to end of row, rmA.

Finishing
Cut yarn and pull end through last stitch. Weave in and
secure all ends. Wash and block to final measurements.
With the cowl laying flat, use blocking pins to open up the
lace, get the short edges straight and form the peaks on
the long edges. If, after blocking, the cowl has creases
because it was laid flat, gently steam-block the creases,
placing a damp cotton cloth between the cowl and the
steam source. Check the blocking photographs.

Abbreviations
A, B - color A or B (for markers)
BO - bind off
BOR - beginning of round
cm - centimeters(s)
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CO - cast on
k - knit
k2tog - knit two together
kfb - knit front and back
kwise - knitwise
mA - beginning-of-round marker
mB - repeat marker
mm - millimeter(s)
MvL - at the end of round only: k1, rmA, sl1 pwise wyib,
pmA. Then move all markers in color B one stitch to the
left; otherwise: k1
p - purl
p2tog - purl two together
pm - place marker (in color as indicated)
psso - pass slipped stitch(es) over
pwise - purlwise
rm - remove marker (in color as indicated)
sk2p - sl1 kwise, k2tog, psso
sl - slip stitch
sm - slip marker (in color as indicated)
ssk - sl1 kwise, sl1 kwise, insert left needle into the front
of the 2 slipped stitches and knit them together through
the back loop
st(s) - stitch(es)
wyib - with yarn in back
yo - yarn over

Schematic
h

c
Circumference (c):
Height (h):		

84 cm / 33 inches
40.5 cm / 16 inches.

About the designer
Skeinwalker took on knitting during her end-of-year
vacation in 2013 and decided to knit the garments she
wanted to wear but could not find in the stores. Since
then, she has knit dozens of sweaters, cowls and shawls
and she combines designing knitwear with her work at
a software company. As an ex-computer scientist, exart kid and ex-freelance photographer, she is drawn to
structure, architecture, color and composition. Simplicity
and minimalism in construction for maximum effect
are what she is looking for in her designs. Find her on
Ravelry and Instagram under the name Skeinwalker. Feel
free to subscribe to The Explorers Weekly, Skeinwalker’s
newsletter for news, sneak peeks and exclusive
promotions.
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Pattern A: Edging (begin)

Pattern D: Edging (end)

Pattern B: Honey

Key

Pattern C: Hive
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Tutorials
This section lists the video tutorials that are relevant to the Apis Florea cowl. The tutorials demonstrate how to work
stitches (from basic to more advanced). They also show how to work a specific part of the pattern if necessary and
provide some tips, for example for unknitting (tinking), if necessary.
• Loose CO for lace, why we need it and how to estimate the length of the CO tail:
https://youtu.be/T9X1eTnkXXw
• Joining in the round, working the first stitch and untwisting a twisted CO:
https://youtu.be/HXVhqJk2s2c
• Increase kfb and unknitting it (RS):
https://youtu.be/7sV3BX8AVGs
• Basic lace stitches (yo, k2tog, ssk):
https://youtu.be/hKGUCtz2O7s
• Tinking basic lace stitches (k, yo, k2tog, ssk):
https://youtu.be/HEkAUzteAM8
• Moving markers around (in advance or at the last moment):
https://youtu.be/001pVU8wK3U
• Left-leaning double decrease sk2p and unknitting it:
https://youtu.be/hxauwAJeqLM
• Decrease p2tog and unknitting it:
https://youtu.be/B0CZoe1Pwcg
• Elastic BO (purled version):
https://youtu.be/z2lYZnf1rMg
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© 2019 Skeinwalker. All rights reserved. This pattern is for personal and non-commercial use only. Please respect the work and efforts of indie
designers and do not modify, reprint, distribute or sell this pattern. Items knit from this pattern are not to be sold without explicit permission
or licensing agreement. Printing or downloading the pattern constitutes agreement with these terms as stated on the Ravelry link below.
For any questions, please contact Skeinwalker at Ravelry or at skeinwalker@gmail.com.
Connect with Skeinwalker on Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/skeinwalker | Ravelry: http://www.ravelry.com/designers/skeinwalkerknits | Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/SkeinwalkerKnits
Or subscribe to The Explorers Weekly, Skeinwalker’s weekly newsletter at http://www.subscribepage.com/the_explorers_weekly
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Keep the fun going: You might also like the following cowls!
The Piccolo Pyrus cowl

The Amphora cowl

The Intermezzo cowl

The Alkhally cowl

Find them all on Ravelry! Click here: http://www.ravelry.com/designers/skeinwalker-knits
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